TOWARDS  A   SOCIALIST   SOCIETY
Declaration of the Rights of Man to modern democracy, and
therefore of greater historical value than the Marx-Engels
manifesto of 1848." To reproduce this document in extenso is
of course impossible. Its main point is the assertion of economic
equality as the law of nature and the true aim of society: as
long as there are rich and poor, the Revolution is not over. An
earlier and fuller draft of the same document, the Mamfeste des
Egaux, is even more frankly communistic in tone: it sees in the
Revolution but the forerunner of another greater revolution
that will really be the last, in which an end will be made of the
revolting distinction between rich and poor, great and small,
masters and servants, governors and governed. The time has
come to proclaim the " Republic of Equals."l
However attenuated, Babouvist equalitarianism is to be
found as one of the elements of virtually every manifestation
of French Socialism. " Your origins are in Babeuf s plot and
in the Republic of Equals," shouted a deputy to Jules Guesde
in the Chamber in June 1896. "We accept this patronage,"
replied Guesde; and six years later Jaures claimed the authority
of " our great Babeuf in demanding common property as
the guarantee of common happiness and the extension to all
citizens of the guarantee inscribed in the Declaration of the
Rights of Man."2
2.   SAINT-SIMON  AND   SAINT-SIMONISM
Conceived under the influence of eighteenth-century sen-
sualism, developing painfully under the First Empire, Saint-
Simonism had recruited but a handful of followers before the
death of its founder at the end of the Restoration period; then,
suddenly expanding, it made for a while a strong appeal to the
intellectual and moral flower of the youth of the thirties. It had
its prophets and propagandists, nearly became a religion, and
gave rise to what proved to be in fact one of the religions of the
nineteenth century, Comtist Positivism. At the same time, by
1	Chaboseau, De Babeuf a la Commune, p. 8. The date of the manifesto is
April 1796.
2	Quoted byThibout, La Doctrine babouviste.
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